Full Package Twin Disc

Maximum power, thrust, acceleration and control.

It has been welcomed with open arms by those in the know because of the excellent results it yields in terms of performance and convenience. We’re talking about Twin Disc’s new “Full Package” service. Designed to offer the very finest technology to the world’s prestige boat yards, it delivers maximum integration of all of the marine products produced by Twin Disc Inc. This turnkey package proved an instant hit with some of the most innovative of Italy’s yards: the Cantieri Navali del Mediterraneo used it on the Continental 50’, Cantieri Magazzù for the Mx 13 Coupé, Sacs for the Strider Z, Marine Yachting for the Mig 43’, Wider for Wider 42’. The Cantieri di Baia’s new OneHundred and the Pershing 108’ are examples of super yachts that use the system now too.

The “Full Package” option seamlessly integrates all of Twin Disc’s products: from the EC300 Digital Levers to Twin Disc gearboxes with Quickshift technology to five-blade Nibral Rolla propellers. In combination, of course, with all kinds of propulsion systems from conventional BCS shaft lines to Arneson Drives which are integrated with reliable BCS hydraulic and electronic steering system, trim tabs and thrusters.

All are coordinated in-port by the excellent Joystick EJS. The brand-new Twin Disc Express Joystick System (EJS) is absolutely revolutionary too, facilitating maneuvering during berthing and at low speeds and delivering fingertip control of both the speed and direction of your boat. Experience and innovation: look no further than Twin Disc’s sea blue logo.

More information on: http://www.twindisc.com